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Abstract
Face recognition systems are vulnerable to presentation
attacks such as replay and 3D masks. In the literature, several presentation attack detection (PAD) algorithms are developed to address this problem. However, for the first time
in the literature, this paper showcases that it is possible to
“fool” the PAD algorithms using adversarial perturbations.
The proposed perturbation approach attacks the presentation attack detection algorithms at the PAD feature level via
transformation of features from one class (attack class) to
another (real class). The PAD feature tampering network
utilizes convolutional autoencoder to learn the perturbations. The proposed algorithm is evaluated with respect to
CNN and local binary pattern (LBP) based PAD algorithms.
Experiments on three databases, Replay, SMAD, and Face
Morph, showcase that the proposed approach increases the
equal error rate of PAD algorithms by at least two times.
For instance, on the SMAD database, PAD equal error rate
(EER) of 20.1% is increased to 55.7% after attacking the
PAD algorithm.

1. Introduction
Face recognition (FR) systems are currently being used
in a variety of applications including surveillance, secure
access, and mobile banking. While the usage of face recognition technology provides additional security compared to
pins and passwords, the security of these systems itself is
also of paramount importance. Researchers have demonstrated that face recognition systems can be circumvented
by using the photo of genuine users [12], or by wearing a
3D mask [20]. In the real world, there had been instances
of attacks where robbers wearing 3D silicone masks tried
to fool the face recognition system. The presence of these
attacks shows the vulnerability of face recognition systems.
The attack at the sensor level (i.e., at data acquisition
level) performed using photo and mask are popularly known
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Figure 1: Diagram explaining the motivation of the proposed
research.
as presentation attacks. To secure the system from sensor and
image level attacks, researchers have proposed various attack
detection algorithms either by extracting the hand-crafted
features such as texture or motion cues or deep learning
features. The algorithms developed to secure the system
from presentation attacks are known as presentation attack
detection (PAD) algorithms. While PAD algorithms are able
to secure the system from these attacks, these algorithm
might also be sensitive towards PAD feature tampering. In
other words, an attacker can attack the PAD feature extraction and/or decision modules and the altered decision of this
sub-system can affect the performance of the whole face
recognition system. As a first ever attempt, this research
explores the possibility of tampering the PAD algorithms
themselves by attacking PAD algorithm at the feature extraction level.
In related studies, it has been shown that the deep learning algorithms are susceptible to small changes in the pixel
domain [3, 8]. Szegedy et al. [24] observe that small manipulations in the pixel values can lead to its misclassification
by deep learning algorithms. Similarly, Goswami et al. [15]
also performed various kinds of image and face level attacks
to fool the deep learning based face recognition algorithms.
However, most of the existing adversarial attacks fool the
deep classifiers at the image level only. While image alterations can be used to deceive a PAD algorithm, it may also
affect the performance of the face recognition algorithm. On
the other hand, attacking PAD algorithm at the PAD feature
level (not at the image level) may ensure that the input to the
face matcher is not perturbed but decision of PAD algorithm
is altered (from attacked to real). This would ensure that the
input image matches the targeted identity and can deceive
the presentation attack detector as well.

